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Section 1: Introduction 

This document has been prepared in response to a reviewer comment by Eric 
Brown (GitHub: @eebrown), which can be found here.  

Specific comment, reproduced in part: 

Section: Functionality 

Functionality: Any functional claims of the software been confirmed.  

The package has full test coverage, including the expected results. However, it 
does not explain how the authors obtained the expected results for the tests. 

It may be helpful to briefly explain the approach that was used for these analyses 
prior to this package (e.g. in the use case, what this is replacing). Further, it could 
be noted that (whether) the package produces the same results as this other 
method (was it some other software, was it manually). That would help prove the 
package functions as it claims, particularly since I don't have access to data to 
use to test the package for accuracy. 

We are happy to comply with these requests. The rest of this document will 
showcase results from workloopR (v1.1.0) against those from a commercial 
software option: Dynamic Muscle Analysis (DMA; v5.200) by Aurora Scientific Inc. 
All testing occurred between October 22, 2019 and October 24, 2019. 

Two files have been used for testing, both of which are included as example data 
within the workloopR package (see “extdata” within the package). The files are 
“workloop.ddf” and “twitch.ddf”, corresponding to a work loop and a twitch 
experiment file, respectively.  
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Section 2: Example with a work loop file 

When the workloop.ddf example file is analyzed via workloopR, the output is 
reported in SI units: Joules for net work and Watts for net power. Much of what 
follows will draw from our “Introduction to workloopR” vignette. 

Please note that the analysis that follows was run in workloopR using a gear ratio of 
1 for simplicity (and therefore deviates from our vignette). This is because DMA 
does not allow for gear ratio adjustment. 

Mathematically, changing the gear ratio should not change the measurement of 
work output. This is because a gear ratio correction multiplies force values by the 
gear ratio but then also divides position values by that gear ratio. For example, if 
gear ratio is set to 2, forces are multiplied by 2 but positions are divided by 2. 
Accordingly, the dimensions of the work loop change, but the area within the loop 
stays the same. 

As in the vignette, cycles 3 through 5 (defined on a peak-to-peak basis) were 
retained for analyses. 

 
Net work and power are reported for the three selected cycles 

 
In what follows, the exact same file (workloop.ddf) was imported into DMA and the 
“Work Loop” analysis option was run. 

There are some important things to note about this analysis: 

1. There is no automated way of selecting cycles within the work loop 
experiment. Rather, the user is tasked with defining cycles by hand (called 
“loops” within the program). In the screenshot that follows, there are three 
vertical lines superimposed on the traces (top portion). These three lines can 
be dragged via the mouse to define the beginning and end of each of two 
cycles. The teal vertical line defines the beginning of the first cycle (loop), 
yellow is the end of the first cycle and also the beginning of the second, and 
white is the end of the second cycle. Again, this is all done by hand. 

2. Following the above, we note that only two cycles can be analyzed at a time. 
3. Data cannot be easily exported, hence the need to rely on screenshots. 

https://vbaliga.github.io/workloopR/articles/Introduction-to-workloopR.html


Taking these into consideration, here is a screenshot of the resulting analysis: 

 

Given the above caveats, DMA reports values of 3.153x103 and 3.300x103 for the 
two selected cycles (cycles 4 and 5 of the full trace). Units are not labeled by the 
program. But since the forces are measured in millinewtons (mN) and positions are 
in millimeters, the result can be divided by 105 to convert to SI units: 0.003153 and 
0.00300 Joules, respectively. 

We can see from the earlier screenshot that workloopR reported values of 0.003147 
and 0.003305 Joules for these specific cycles (cycles B and C). 

We attribute these small deviations in results to the reliance of defining cycles by 
hand in DMA vs. the ability to automate this process in workloopR.  

 

 



Section 3: Example with a twitch experiment file 

For the analysis of a twitch file, we’ll now use “twitch.ddf”. First, we’ll show what 
workloopR produces, as featured in our “Working with isometric experiments” 
vignette. Copied directly below for convenience. 

First the trace: 

 

 

And now the analysis from workloopR::isometric_timing() using default values: 

 

The important metrics here will be: 

• peak force is measured to be 412.4495 mN 

• time to peak force is 0.1141 secs 

• force at stimulation (a “baseline” force) is 224.067 mN 

• the total length of the trace is 0.4 secs 

https://vbaliga.github.io/workloopR/articles/Calculating-twitch-kinetics.html


When the same file is fed into DMA and “Muscle Analysis” is performed, we get the 
following results: 

 
We see that the trace looks similar to what we show in the workloopR vignette. 

 
The Muscle Analysis window produces a variety of values that we’ll now use for 

comparison.  

 



With respect to the relevant metrics: 

• peak force is measured relative to the baseline. If you add the maximum 
(189.347 mN) to the baseline (223.103 mN) the peak is found to be 412.45 mN 
(vs. 412.4495 mN in workloopR) 

• time to peak force is reported as 0.114 secs (vs. 0.1141 secs in workloopR) 

• DMA’s baseline force is 223.103 mN. It is unclear how exactly baseline is 
measured, but it is likely an average of the force in the pre-stimulus part of the 
trace. Because most researchers tend to report baseline force as the force at 
stimulation (and also for relative simplicity) we decided to use force at stimulation 
as our “baseline”, which is reasonably similar: 224.067 mN. 

• the total length of the trace is 0.4 secs in both programs 

Therefore, for the twitch file, we get nearly identical results using workloopR vs. 
using DMA.  

 

Section 4: Closing thoughts 

We show, using two types of files, that the results from workloopR are nearly 

identical to those from Dynamic Muscle Analysis (v5.200) by Aurora Scientific Inc. 

Other files, including work loop experiments with differing experimental protocols as 

well as files from tetanus experiments, have also been tested via similar methods 

but are not included here for the sake of brevity. 

The similarity in results is grounded in how workloopR’s data import functions (e.g. 

read_ddf()) correctly interpret the structure of data within a .DDF file. Once force, 

position, stimulus, and time are correctly imported, analyses are carried out in 

accordance with standard practices in studies of muscle physiology. 

Should any questions arise about the validity or performance of workloopR, please 

feel free to let us know! 

Best regards, 

Vikram and Shree 


